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The manuscript is very brief and succinct. I enjoyed reading this.
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
In this manuscript the authors have reviewed the biochemical and physiological features underlying
the pathogenic GGT effect of H Pylori on gastric epithelia, and T-cell mediated immunity. The review
is worth publishing after extensive re-organization and editorial checking. Reading through the
review was not smooth or easy in some parts. Some statements are very long (4-5 lines). With
repetition of ideas. The part on the effects of H pylori on gastric epithelia is too long,i suggest
dividing it into several parts with subheads/section: Vac, apoptotic dependant, apoptotic
independant; Ros/H2O2; etc., in this section there are many parts that were not clear, and needs
rewriting. Minor points there were no mention in the text to the location of the figures. Many typos H
pylori written as H pylory; Tolerance written tollerance, exherted ...etc., it requires extensive editorial
check for sentences and typos and reorganizing ideas. The review material in general is good worth
publishing and gives an overview of the different findings in a field that research interest of the
scientists in the field of gastroenterology is significantly increasing. Please feel free to share those
comments with the authors
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